Appian for Life Sciences
PRODUCT REGISTRATION AND SUBMISSION MANAGEMENT (RIM)
Provide real-time visibility and flexibility for
worldwide regulations

Speed products to market safely with streamlined
procedures

Automate manual processes and simplify
data entry

Unify available data for Regulatory Information
Management (RIM)

Product Registration and Submission Management, an important aspect of Regulatory Information Management
(RIM), touches almost every step of the life science product lifecycle.
Working with health and regulatory authorities worldwide can present efficiency challenges from the earliest
stages of drug or device conception, all the way through product end of life. Issues include data handling and
regulatory-related decision making processes. Segmented systems that don’t work together can drive disconnects
and decreased visibility between regulatory portfolio planning, milestone tracking, and submission processes.
All this can put companies at risk when it comes to getting products into the hands of patients who need them,
while making sure those products are safe for consumption.
How can life sciences organizations assure proper product registration and submission, process transparency, and
regulatory compliance?
MEET THE CHALLENGE
With Appian, life sciences organizations can gain efficiency
and control over their RIM process. Appian can provide the
capabilities to manage and establish transparency for multiple
levels of registration across all levels, global and regional, and
across multiple regulatory jurisdictions.
Built on the Appian low-code application platform,
Product Registration and Submission Management can:
• Cut down on repeat data entries with a simplified
employee workflow
• Provide real-time visibility into processes
• Reduce global risk with increased visibility and
greater control
• Provide flexibility for worldwide regulations
• Speed delivery of new products to market by streamlining processes
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Information management at your fingertips for regulatory
associates located all over the world and designed for all
associates involved in the regulatory business process.
– HEAD OF GLOBAL REGULATORY OPERATIONS, TOP MULTINATIONAL PHARMA COMPANY

Appian provides a leading low-code software development platform that enables organizations to rapidly develop
powerful and unique applications. The applications created on Appian’s platform help companies drive digital
transformation and competitive differentiation.
For more information, visit www.appian.com

